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Abstract 

We built a recommender system for current students using collaborative filtering and the Pearson's 

Correlation Coefficient.  We determine which historic students are closely correlated to current 

students or their “neighbors” and then proceeded to recommend the courses that these neighbors 

took in their respective next semester. Since this method required large processing and space, it 

quickly overwhelmed conventional data processing techniques. Therefore, we utilized HBase and 

MapReduce to perform the large computation required and used Pig and Spring/Hibernate to 

format and filter the data to transfer between different parts of the system.  

The recommendations themselves proved to be more successful in some students than others. 

Students with stricter curriculums had very good recommendations whereas students with more 

relaxed choices of study tended to have weaker but broader range of recommendations. 

Furthermore, the more courses students took, the better the recommendations were. These results 

were expected since neighbors were found using common courses and neighbors within a stricter 

curriculum also had to follow the same courses.  

To improve the recommendations, future work will explore alternative ways of determining who 

your neighbors are. One alternative is to use geometric distance with weighted variables to 

determine how far one historic student is versus another. These variables can include the number 

of common courses, major, etc. After comparing different alternatives we choose the algorithm that 

yields the best recommendations in terms of which students actually took our recommended 

courses. Once the results become stable, we can project course demand and combine data from 

previous years’ course demand to determine how to schedule rooms and busses. 

 

 



Introduction 

Rutgers has tens of thousands of course offerings on every single semester. As students rush to 

schedule classes for the upcoming semester, they are often overwhelmed with the number of 

options they have. While some majors have stricter curriculums, others are lax in the courses you 

are allowed to take.  The decision is often hard to make because the students have to dedicate their 

valuable semester long time into studying for the course. How the students do at the course actually 

affect their GPA, confidence at school and success at the job market. In other words, the students 

aren’t sure which courses they’ll like and which courses they are likely to do well in. 

Additionally, some classes that students want to take might fill up and they are left with little time 

to change their opinion. If courses were recommended to students, they already have a list of top 

courses that will be appropriate to their interests and major and they will no longer be in a 

situation of doubt. Another issue at Rutgers is that some classes get overbooked and their location 

leads buses to be crowded during some times over others. Commutes become variable and 

planning when to take the bus between campuses becomes ever important to get to class on time. If 

courses were recommended to students, the scheduling office can predict what courses students 

would most likely take and adjust classroom locations and times accordingly to course demand to 

free up buses and classroom congestion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Structure of Report 

This report first details how we designed our software product. We introduce you to our initial 

requirements and use cases and how our initial vision of the product would look like. Then, we go 

into how we implemented the product and which use cases we couldn’t implement due to time 

constraints. Next, we go into how our actual software implementation progressed and the cycle we 

followed to obtain our product.  Lastly we talk about the project in retrospect, individual 

contributions, and future work. 

Terms Used in Document 

The following terms have been used in the document to describe system design, components, and 

user interactions. The reason for using them is detailed in the design portion of the document. 

 Historic Student -  This term is used interchangeably with the term “all students” and it 

means  

 Training Set - All students' course registration record since spring 2000.  

 Training Student - Student in the training set. 

 Testing Set - Currently enrolled students' course registration records. 

 Testing Student - student in the testing set, i.e. our target user. 

 K-Nearest Neighbor – Top K students from the training set that has the highest rating to a 

particular student from testing set. 

 Neighbor - See K-Nearest Neighbor 

 Rating - The numeric similarity of a student from testing set and a student from training set 

that's calculated based on our similarity metrics. 

 Similarity Metrics - A way of measuring the similarity of a student from training set and a 

student from testing set.  

 Euclidean Distance – A specific measure of how close two objects are by a set of 

parameters 

 Pearson's Correlation – A different measure of how close two objects are by a set of 

parameters 

 

 

 



Users 

The following main roles exist in the course recommender system. One user can have multiple 

roles. 

 Student: The student is a currently enrolled student with a valid RUID. 

 Scheduling office: The scheduler is a valid worker in the scheduling office responsible for 

scheduling classrooms/buses. 

 Data Analyst: The data analyst is involved with improving the algorithm behind the 

application and maintaining the application.  

 

User

Student Scheduling Office Data Analyst

 

 

 

 

 

 



Requirements 

A course recommender has requirements for both the user interacting side and as a system. In 

general, the user should be able to view and receive recommendations. The system should be able 

to generate recommendations from the raw student data. 

User Requirements 

There are three different types of users in this software system. There is the student who would be 

currently enrolled in the university. There is the scheduling office worker who would be a member 

of the scheduling office. Finally there is the data analyst who would be a member of OIT-ESS and 

granted access to viewing student data and developing the application. These are the requirements 

for these users. 

 

Requirement 
Number 

Requirement Name Description 

Req U.1  Recommendations by 
Commonality 

A student user should be able to see courses 
that have been taken the most by students 
similar to him. This way he can see that the 
majority of students like him have taken this 
class and can.  
 

Req U.2 Recommendations by Grade A student user should be able to see courses 
that other students similar to him have done 
well in. This way he can see what courses he 
needs to focus more in or what courses he 
might do well in over others. These courses 
must also be taken by the majority of students 
similar to him.  
 

Req U.3 All recommendations A student user should be able to a table of all 
the recommended courses that will also allow 
him to sort and view all courses taken by 
students similar to him.  
 

Req U.4 Course Demand A Scheduling official user should be able to look 
up a course and see the projected course 
demand for that course. That is the number of 
students most likely going to take the course. 
 

Req U.5 All Course Demands A scheduling official should be able to see the 
projected course demand for all courses in the 
upcoming semester.  



 

Req U.6 Get Neighbor Information A data analyst should be able to view the 
neighbors of a current student as well as their 
correlation values. 
 

Req U.7 Compare Recommendations A data analyst should be able to see which 
recommend courses were actually taken by a 
particular student. This is possible only after 
the scheduling process completes or if it is a 
past user. 
 

Functional/System Requirements 

The following main system requirements describes the internal responsibilities of the system  

Requirement 
Number 

Requirement Name Description 

Req S.1  Read Raw Data The system shall read raw student data from 
the data source.  

Req S.2 Determine Recommendations The system shall determine recommendations 
for all current users using the read data. 

Req S.3 Store Recommendations The system shall store calculated 
recommendations into a MySQL database. 

Req S.4 Process Recommendations The system should process the 
recommendations to determine most 
overlapping recommendations and highest 
average grade recommendations. 

Req S.5 Present Recommendations The system shall present the recommendations 
in a format readable and clear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Use Cases 

Using the requirements we formulated the following main use cases.  

Use Case Number UC-1 

Use Case Name Get All Recommendations 
Use Case Description User views all recommended courses. 

Primary Actor Student User/Data Analyst 

Precondition User is logged into system 

Postcondition All Recommendations are displayed to user. 

Trigger On application load 
Basic Flow 1. -> User logs into application 

2. <- System looks up current user in 
database and displays all 
recommendations. 
 

 

Use Case Number UC-2 

Use Case Name Get Recommendations by Commonality 

Use Case Description User views the recommended courses most 
taken by historic students similar to him in their 
next semester. 

Primary Actor Student User/Data Analyst 

Precondition User is logged into system 

Postcondition Most Common Course Recommendations among 
neighbors are displayed to user. 

Trigger On application load 

Basic Flow 1. -> User logs into application 
2. <- System looks up current user in 

database, fetches recommendations, and 
processes them to display courses most 
taken by neighbors. 

 

Use Case Number UC-3 

Use Case Name Get Recommendations by Average Grade 

Use Case Description User views the recommended courses that 
historic students took their next semester but 
received the highest average grade. 

Primary Actor Student User/Data Analyst 

Precondition User is logged into system 

Postcondition Highest average grade recommendations are 
displayed to the user.  

Trigger On application load 

Basic Flow 1. -> User logs into application 
2. <- System looks up current user in 



database, fetches recommendations, and 
displays the recommendations where 
neighbors had the highest average grade. 

 

Use Case Number UC-4 

Use Case Name Get Course Demand 

Use Case Description User views course demand for a specific course 
in the upcoming semester. 

Primary Actor OIT-ESS Worker 

Precondition User is logged into system 

Postcondition Course demand is shown to the user.  

Trigger User enters specific course and presses get 
course demand button. 

Basic Flow 1. -> User logs into application 
2. <- System looks up course 

recommendations for certain course  
 

Use Case Number UC-5 

Use Case Name All Course Demand 
Use Case Description User views course demand for all courses 

offered in the upcoming semester. 

Primary Actor OIT-ESS Worker 
Precondition User is logged into system 

Postcondition Course demand is shown to the user.  

Trigger User toggles all courses and presses get course 
demand button. 

Basic Flow 1. -> User logs into application 
2. <- System looks up current user in 

database, fetches recommendations, and 
displays the recommendations where 
neighbors had the highest average grade. 

 

Use Case Number UC-6 

Use Case Name Get Neighbor information 

Use Case Description User views all neighbors, their correlations with 
the user, and the common courses with the 
neighbor. 

Primary Actor Data Analyst 

Precondition User is logged into system 

Postcondition Neighbor information is shown to user.  

Trigger User toggles all courses and presses get course 
demand button. 

Basic Flow 1. -> User logs into application 
2. <- System looks up current user in 



database, fetches recommendations, and 
displays the recommendations where 
neighbors had the highest average grade. 

 

Use Case Number UC-7 

Use Case Name Compare Recommendations 

Use Case Description User views recommendations that a particular 
student actually took in their next semester. 

Primary Actor Data Analyst 

Precondition User is logged into system, data analyst specifies 
student for which recommendation is for and 
that student is either a historic student  

Postcondition Recommendations that were actually taken are 
displayed to user. 

Trigger User enters student to display recommendations 
for and specifies the option to view courses 
actually taken and presses get recommendations 
button.  

Basic Flow 1. -> User logs into application 
2. <- System looks up current user in 

database, fetches recommendations, and 
displays the recommendations where 
neighbors had the highest average grade. 

 

Use Case Number UC-8 

Use Case Name Read Raw Data 

Use Case Description System reads the raw student data stored in the 
database and stores the necessary information 
in its local data store. 

Primary Actor System 

Precondition System is connected to intranet of data. 

Postcondition Data is read into local data store. 

Trigger System initiates connection to raw data store. 

Basic Flow 1. -> System connects to raw data store 
and requests necessary raw data 

2. <-raw data store returns necessary data 
 

Use Case Number UC-9 

Use Case Name Determine Recommendations 

Use Case Description System applies algorithm to raw data to 
determine recommended courses. 

Primary Actor System 

Precondition System is in update recommendations cycle. 
System has obtained raw student data 



Postcondition System has determined recommended courses 

Trigger Automated  

Basic Flow 1. -> System retrieves raw data 
2. <- System performs algorithm and stores 

results in memory or intermediary 
storage 

 

Use Case Number UC-10 

Use Case Name Store Recommendations 

Use Case Description The system will store the recommendations into 
the application data store. 

Primary Actor System 

Precondition System is in update recommendations cycle. 
System has determined recommended courses. 

Postcondition Recommendations are stored in application data 
store. 

Trigger Automated 

Basic Flow 1. -> System retrieves recommendations 
from intermediary storage 

2. <- system persists recommendations 
into application data store 

 

Use Case Number UC-11 

Use Case Name Process Recommendations 

Use Case Description The system will process the recommendations 
depending on what the user wants to a 

Primary Actor System 
Precondition System is in update recommendations cycle. 

System has determined recommended courses. 

Postcondition Recommendations are stored in application data 
store. 

Trigger Automated 

Basic Flow 1. -> System retrieves recommendations 
from application data store. 

2. <- System applies post processing such 
as determining most commonality and 
average grade.  

 

 

 

 



Use Case Number UC-12 

Use Case Name Present Recommendations 

Use Case Description The system  

Primary Actor User, System 

Precondition System has connection to application data store 
and recommendations are stored. 

Postcondition System processes recommendations and 
displays then in a format usable with user 
interface.  

Trigger Automated 
Basic Flow 1. -> System retrieves processed 

recommendations. 
2. <- System formats recommendations 

into a format that is presentable through 
graphs, tables, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Design 

System Architecture 

Here is our design of the system architecture that comprises the Rutgers Course Recommender. The 

system can be broken down into two main components, the application engine and the data 

processing engine. They are displayed below. 

 

The user interface will interact with the user through a set of UI elements such as buttons and text 

boxes. The user interface will interact with the application engine when the user wants to see 

recommendations and such. The application engine will process these requests and query the data 

store if it needs to and return results back to the user interface to display to the user. Complex 

requests will require the application engine to process the data in the application data store before 

returning it in a format that can be displayed to the user.  The data processing engine operates on 

the raw student data and will first read the data from the source and then process this data to 

determine the recommendations. It will then store these recommendations and relevant 

information in the application data store. System as a whole will invoke this data processing engine 

once every semester to update the results.   

Rutgers Student 
Data Warehouse

User Interface

Application Engine

Application Data 
Store

Data Processor



Data Processing Engine Design 

Data Processing Algorithm – Elaboration on System Use Cases 7-10 

Use cases 7-10 describe the system interacting with itself to turn the raw data into 

recommendations. Here we layout our design process for this algorithm.  

Data 

The first step in building a recommender system is to source the data that we have access to. The 

OIT-ESS division has sponsored us machines and access to the following information regarding the 

last 15 years of students at Rutgers University. This provides a huge amount of course selections 

from 244,056 users on 7,881,380 course registration record. The following are important fields that 

are useful when designing an algorithm to find a students most correlated neighbors. 

 

1. Student 

a. GPA - the current grade point average of the student 

b. First Major - the first major that the student has declared 

c. Second Major - the second major that the student has declared 

d. Minor - the minor that the student has declared 

e. Department - the department that the first major was declared in 

2. Course Taken 

a. Course Number - The course number of the course ( eg. 14:332:331 ) 

b. Course Type - Whether a course is an internal offering, transfer, AP, etc. 

c. Professor Teaching Course - The professor that teaches the course 

d. Student Taken - The semester that the course was taken in 

e. Student Grade - The grade that the student received in the course. 

f. Course Title - The name of the course. 

 

Two students can be compared with each other using some of these fields as variables. This means 

that students with similar course registration and performance are more likely to be matched up 

than others. 

 



Collaborative Filtering 

A widely discussed and implemented approach to recommendation is collaborative filtering. The 

basic idea is that if we want to suggest courses for a certain user (a currently enrolled student), we 

want to find the closely correlated students to this user out of the all the students in the data we 

have (all students) and then return the courses that they took the following semester in their 

corresponding year term of study.  

 

In general, collaborative filtering would use the same set of users for both training and testing 

purposes. However, since we are only interested in recommending courses for a currently enrolled 

student, we need to create a separate set of student, called testing set, that only include students 

that are we are recommending courses for, in other words, the students that are expected to return 

to Rutgers in the following semester. We then call the set that includes all students the training set 

to mark the difference. 

 

To find a particular testing student’s closest training students, called nearest neighbors, we need to 

construct an accurate metrics that could measure similarity between two students. Two of the most 

popular approaches on doing similarity metrics are Euclidean Distance and Pearson’s Correlation. 

Euclidean Distance 

 The Euclidean distance approach is to project every student to a position in a N-dimensional 

space, and find the students that are of the closest proximities to each other. The Euclidean distance 

formula is defined as: 

 

 pi= variable i’s value of student p 

 qi= variable i’s value of student q 

 

This approach does not limit the number of variables, but choosing these variables is an essential 

part of finding the proximity between two users. Example variables would be: 



 

1. Number of Common Courses Taken - students who take the same courses often have the 

same outlook and direction. 

2. Common Major(s) & Minor - students with the same major, double major, and minors 

often take similar courses. 

 

Pearson’s Correlation 

Correlation-based approach uses a different measuring metrics. Instead of proximity in N-

dimensional space, it uses degree of linear relationship between two variables. Out of many 

correlation-based algorithm, we chose Pearson’s Correlation because it is well known to yield good 

results in recommender systems. The Pearson Correlation formula is defined as:  

 

 

 

xi= the ith data point of student x. 

yi= the ith data point of student y. 

x and y are average of these values.  

 

This yields a correlation coefficient, r, normalized between -1 and 1 that tells us how correlated x 

and y are in terms of a particular variable. Thus, for every pair of student, we use the Pearson’s 

Correlation formula to obtain a correlation coefficient from -1 to 1 that describes how correlated 

the current student is to the past student. 

 



These approaches limit the number of variable to 1, so deciding which variable affects the student 

the most becomes the important decision. Since we are recommending courses, only variables that 

have numerous values for each student’s course registration can be used for this approach. Two of 

the possible candidates are: 

 

1. Year Term of Study - what year term did the student take the course. e.g. first term of 

freshman, second term of sophomore., etc. 

 In order to fit this variable to the equation, the following table is used to quantize the data. 

Y/T F1 F2 F3 S1 S2 S3 J1 J2 J3 S1 S2 S3 

Value 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
 

For example, if student’s admit year is 2008, term is 9, course taken year is 2011, course 

taken term is 1, then the student should be in the second term of Junior year, or J2. Thus, 

this student is assigned with a value 8. 

 

2. Grade - the grade that the student received after at the end of the semester. 

Grade A B+ B C+ C D F PA 

Value 4 3.5 3 2.5 2 1 0 1 
 

For a clear example, consider two student’s course registration records: 

 

Student A     Student B 

+------+------+------------+-------+ +------+------+------------+-------+ 

| year | term | course_id  | grade | | year | term | course_id  | grade | 

+------+------+------------+-------+ +------+------+------------+-------+ 

| 2012 | 9    | 01:640:291 | A     | | 2010 | 9    | 01:640:251 | A     | 

| 2012 | 9    | 01:750:271 | A     | | 2010 | 9    | 01:750:271 | A     | 

| 2012 | 9    | 01:750:275 | A     | | 2010 | 9    | 01:750:275 | A     | 



| 2012 | 9    | 01:830:101 | A     | | 2010 | 9    | 01:830:101 | A     | 

| 2012 | 9    | 14:440:127 | A     | | 2010 | 9    | 14:440:127 | A     | 

| 2012 | 9    | 14:440:191 | A     | | 2010 | 9    | 14:440:191 | A     | 

| 2013 | 1    | 01:355:103 | B+    | | 2011 | 1    | 01:355:103 | B+    | 

| 2013 | 1    | 01:640:244 | A     | | 2011 | 1    | 01:640:244 | A     | 

| 2013 | 1    | 01:750:272 | A     | | 2011 | 1    | 01:750:272 | A     | 

| 2013 | 1    | 01:750:276 | A     | | 2011 | 1    | 01:750:276 | A     | 

| 2013 | 1    | 01:920:101 | A     | | 2011 | 1    | 01:830:313 | A     | 

| 2013 | 1    | 14:440:291 | A     | | 2011 | 1    | 14:440:291 | A     | 

| 2013 | 9    | 01:160:307 | B+    | | 2011 | 9    | 01:160:307 | A     | 

| 2013 | 9    | 01:447:380 | A     | | 2011 | 9    | 01:447:380 | A     | 

| 2013 | 9    | 01:750:273 | B+    | | 2011 | 9    | 01:640:250 | A     | 

| 2013 | 9    | 01:830:313 | A     | | 2011 | 9    | 01:750:273 | A     | 

| 2013 | 9    | 14:125:201 | A     | | 2011 | 9    | 14:125:201 | A     | 

+------+------+------------+-------+ | 2012 | 1    | 01:160:308 | B+    | 

                                     | 2012 | 1    | 01:565:380 | A     | 

                                    | 2012 | 1    | 01:640:421 | A     | 

                                    | 2012 | 1    | 14:125:208 | A     | 

                                    | 2012 | 1    | 14:125:355 | A     | 

                                    | 2012 | 9    | 01:160:311 | A     | 

                                    | 2012 | 9    | 01:640:321 | A     | 

                                    | 2012 | 9    | 14:125:303 | A     | 

                                    | 2012 | 9    | 14:125:305 | A     | 

                                    | 2012 | 9    | 14:125:309 | A     | 

                                    | 2012 | 9    | 14:125:310 | A     | 

                                    | 2013 | 1    | 01:198:111 | A     | 

                                    | 2013 | 1    | 01:377:213 | A     | 

                                    | 2013 | 1    | 01:640:354 | A     | 



                                    | 2013 | 1    | 14:125:306 | A     | 

                                    | 2013 | 1    | 14:125:315 | A     | 

                                    | 2013 | 9    | 01:940:101 | B+    | 

                                    | 2013 | 9    | 14:125:401 | A     | 

                                    | 2013 | 9    | 14:125:404 | A     | 

                                    | 2013 | 9    | 14:125:417 | A     | 

                                    | 2013 | 9    | 14:125:421 | A     | 

                                    | 2013 | 9    | 14:125:437 | A     | 

                                    +------+------+------------+-------+ 

After performing quantize the data, year/term and grade get’s translate to 

 

Student A     Student B 

+------------+---+-------+  +------------+----+-------+ 

| course_id  | r | grade |  | course_id  | r  | grade | 

+------------+---+-------+  +------------+----+-------+ 

| 01:640:291 | 1 | 4     |   | 01:640:251 | 1  | 4     | 

| 01:750:271 | 1 | 4     |   | 01:750:271 | 1  | 4     | 

| 01:750:275 | 1 | 4     |   | 01:750:275 | 1  | 4     | 

| 01:830:101 | 1 | 4     |   | 01:830:101 | 1  | 4     | 

| 14:440:127 | 1 | 4     |   | 14:440:127 | 1  | 4     | 

| 14:440:191 | 1 | 4     |   | 14:440:191 | 1  | 4     | 

| 01:355:103 | 2 | 3.5   |  | 01:355:103 | 2  | 3.5   | 

| 01:640:244 | 2 | 4     |   | 01:640:244 | 2  | 4     | 

| 01:750:272 | 2 | 4     |   | 01:750:272 | 2  | 4     | 

| 01:750:276 | 2 | 4     |   | 01:750:276 | 2  | 4     | 

| 01:920:101 | 2 | 4     |   | 01:830:313 | 2  | 4     | 

| 14:440:291 | 2 | 4     |   | 14:440:291 | 2  | 4     | 

| 01:160:307 | 4 | 3.5   |  | 01:160:307 | 4  | 4     | 



| 01:447:380 | 4 | 4     |   | 01:447:380 | 4  | 4     | 

| 01:750:273 | 4 | 3.5   |  | 01:640:250 | 4  | 4     | 

| 01:830:313 | 4 | 4     |   | 01:750:273 | 4  | 4     | 

| 14:125:201 | 4 | 4     |   | 14:125:201 | 4  | 4     | 

+------------+---+-------+  | 01:160:308 | 5  | 3.5   | 

                            | 01:565:380 | 5  | 4     | 

                            | 01:640:421 | 5  | 4     | 

                            | 14:125:208 | 5  | 4     | 

                            | 14:125:355 | 5  | 4     | 

                            | 01:160:311 | 7  | 4     | 

                            | 01:640:321 | 7  | 4     | 

                            | 14:125:303 | 7  | 4     | 

                            | 14:125:305 | 7  | 4     | 

                            | 14:125:309 | 7  | 4     | 

                            | 14:125:310 | 7  | 4     | 

                            | 01:198:111 | 8  | 4     | 

                            | 01:377:213 | 8  | 4     | 

                           | 01:640:354 | 8  | 4     | 

                            | 14:125:306 | 8  | 4     | 

                            | 14:125:315 | 8  | 4     | 

                            | 01:940:101 | 10 | 3.5   | 

                            | 14:125:401 | 10 | 4     | 

                            | 14:125:404 | 10 | 4     | 

                            | 14:125:417 | 10 | 4     | 

                            | 14:125:421 | 10 | 4     | 

                            | 14:125:437 | 10 | 4     | 

                            +------------+----+-------+ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Since both doing correlation based on Year Term of Study and based on Grade has their 

disadvantages, a third measuring variable is proposed to solve the problem. Instead of using one of 



the parameters, we used both variables and calculated a weighted rating of them. The equation is 

simple: 

Weighted Rating = YT/12 + Grade/4. 

For Pass/Fail course: Weighted Rating = YT/12 + Grade/1. 

After performing the weighting calculation, the tables become:  

 

            Student A          Student B 

+------------+-------------+  +------------+-------------+ 

| course_id  | rating      |  | course_id  | rating      | 

+------------+-------------+  +------------+-------------+ 

| 01:640:291 | 1.08        |  | 01:640:251 | 1.08        | 

| 01:750:271 | 1.08        |  | 01:750:271 | 1.08        | 

| 01:750:275 | 1.08        |  | 01:750:275 | 1.08        | 

| 01:830:101 | 1.08        |  | 01:830:101 | 1.08        | 

| 14:440:127 | 1.08        |  | 14:440:127 | 1.08        | 

| 14:440:191 | 1.08        |  | 14:440:191 | 1.08        | 

| 01:355:103 | 1.04        |  | 01:355:103 | 1.04        | 

| 01:640:244 | 1.16        |  | 01:640:244 | 1.16        | 

| 01:750:272 | 1.16        |  | 01:750:272 | 1.16        | 

| 01:750:276 | 1.16        |  | 01:750:276 | 1.16        | 

| 01:920:101 | 1.16        |  | 01:830:313 | 1.16        | 

| 14:440:291 | 1.16        |  | 14:440:291 | 1.16        | 

| 01:160:307 | 1.21        |  | 01:160:307 | 1.33        | 

| 01:447:380 | 1.33        |  | 01:447:380 | 1.33        | 

| 01:750:273 | 1.21        |  | 01:640:250 | 1.33        | 

| 01:830:313 | 1.33        |  | 01:750:273 | 1.33        | 



| 14:125:201 | 1.33        |  | 14:125:201 | 1.33        | 

+------------+-------------+  | 01:160:308 | 1.30        | 

                              | 01:565:380 | 1.42        | 

                              | 01:640:421 | 1.42        | 

                              | 14:125:208 | 1.42        | 

                              | 14:125:355 | 1.42        | 

                              | 01:160:311 | 1.58        | 

                              | 01:640:321 | 1.58        | 

                              | 14:125:303 | 1.58        | 

                              | 14:125:305 | 1.58        | 

                              | 14:125:309 | 1.58        | 

                              | 14:125:310 | 1.58        | 

                              | 01:198:111 | 1.67        | 

                              | 01:377:213 | 1.67        | 

                              | 01:640:354 | 1.67        | 

                              | 14:125:306 | 1.67        | 

                              | 14:125:315 | 1.67        | 

                              | 01:940:101 | 1.72        | 

                              | 14:125:401 | 1.83        | 

                              | 14:125:404 | 1.83        | 

                              | 14:125:417 | 1.83        | 

                              | 14:125:421 | 1.83        | 

                              | 14:125:437 | 1.83        | 

                              +------------+-------------+ 

 



 

 

The advantage of correlation-based measure over Distance-based measure, in our case, is that it is 

more sensitive to the order of which the courses are taken and the performance on these courses. 

In terms of performance, student who did well in Biology, but did poorly on Math courses will be 

correlated closer to the student who also did well in Biology, but did poorly on Math, than, say, the 

student who did excels in both Math and Biology. In terms of order of which the course is taken, a 

student who take courses in certain order will be matched closer to student who also take these 

courses in the similar order, even if one student is one school year behind the other one, than 

students who took these courses in different order. This solves the problem of correlating student 

who changed their majors. Thus, we decided to use Pearson’s Correlation as a measuring metrics to 

perform k-nearest neighbor algorithm.  

 

Recommending Courses 

After obtaining the correlation coefficient between the testing students (currently enrolled 

students) and training students (all students), we know the most correlated training students 

(neighbors) for every testing student. We can now take the courses that these neighbors took in 

their following year term of study and recommend those courses to the testing student. We can 

further filter these courses by the number of overlaps over all the neighbors to recommend most 

popular courses taken in the following year/term of study among the neighbors. We can also filter 

these courses by the grade that the neighbors obtained when they took the course and recommend 



these courses to the student with the caption that these are the courses that students similar to you 

did the best in. This gives a relative idea as to which courses the testing student needs to study 

more for if he/she decides to take it.  

Application Engine Design 

When designing the application engine we focused on 3 main components. The application engine 

itself which should be capable of handling requests from the user interface, the application data 

store which should structure the application data which are the recommendations and finally the 

user interface. 

Application Engine  

The application engine must be able to deliver the following properties: 

1. Receive and translate requests from the user interface 

2. Process multiple requests simultaneously. 

3. Handle many requests. ( 500+ during peak times) 

4. Connect to application data store to retrieve appropriate data 

5. Process data received from application data store 

6. Render data in a format suitable for the user interface 

7. Ease of accessibility and use for users 

8. Upgradable and Secure 

To achieve these properties, we chose to build the application engine using an asynchronous web 

server. An asynchronous web server has the capability to handle requests through AJAX and HTML 

GET requests. It also has the capability to handle multiple requests simultaneously and performs 

well with many users issuing many requests. A web server also has the capability of rendering data 

in a clear and formatted way through the use of JSON and front end libraries.  

Alternative choices we considered were a desktop grade application built with JAVA, C#, etc. This 

choice seems to be well suited for the application given that we use threads to handle multiple 

requests simultaneously, however it falls short in one property. A desktop application is not well 

suitable for maintance and scalable in terms of upgradability. A desktop application will make 

upgrades and modifications ineffecient and security may not be as obtainable as through a web 

server. 



Application Engine Data Store 

The second component of the application engine is the application data store. Here the data store 

must be able to provide us with the following properties: 

1. Efficiently persist data 

2. Efficiently retrieve data 

3. Maintain the structure of the data 

4. Store relationships among entities in the data 

5. Query the data using a known standard language such as SQL and efficiently retrieve data 

with joins. 

6. Allow multiple requests to read the data and return results asynchronously 

To obtain these properties, there is a clear choice. A relational database provides all of these 

properties relentlessly. Possible alternatives could have been a document store database or simple 

text files. However these alternatives fall short in the ability to query using languages as SQL and 

efficiently handle retrieval of different parts of the data say using a join for instance.  

Conceptual Models 

To design the user interface we first designed conceptual models on how the user should interact 

with the system in terms of tasks. Here we have listed certain conceptual models for the main uses 

cases of our application. 



User wants to view recommendations 

User

Login & Press Get 
Recommendations 

Button

Application Engine 
fetches 

recommendations

Application Engine 
Processes 

recommendations and 
returns them

 

 



Scheduling Office wants to view course demands for the upcoming semester 

User

Login & Press Get 
Course Demand Button

Application Engine 
fetches all 

recommendations

Application Engine 
computes course 

demand and returns

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



System wants to update recommendation data 

System (automated)

Intiates connection with 
rutgers data store and 

fetches data

Data Processing Engine 
computes course 

recommendations

Data Processing Engine 
persists these 

recommendations to 
application data store 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



User Interface Mockups 

Finally the user facing design must be clean and presentable. Using our conceptual models and use 

cases, here are our original mockup for the design.  

Here is the mockup for what a typical student should see. 

 



Implementation 

Data Processing Engine 

Here we describe the various steps involved in implementing the data processing engine.  

Data Sourcing 

 

In this phase, we extract the raw data from University’s student data warehouse (SDW), split it into 

training and testing set and perform a cross product of both set so that we can start running 

MapReduce job on. We detail the entire process here. 

Step 1: Source the Data 

The entire SDW get exported into CSV files, each of which represents a table. There are four tables 

in total, namely: Student, Term, Course and Course Section. 

 

Table Name Data 

STUDENT Student’s school-wide information, each row 
identifies a student: RUID, admit year and term, 
last enrolled year and term, GPA, etc 

TERM Student’s term-wide information, each row 
shows the student’s RUID/YEAR/TERM, as well 
as term major(s)/minor(s), term GPA, etc  

COURSE Student’s course registration record, each row 
shows student’s 
RUID/COURSE_ID/COURSE_TITLE/GRADE, etc 

COURSE_SECTION Course section’s information, including which 
professor taught which section. Data from this 
table has been used in our system. 

 

We then load these CSV files into a MySQL database seating on the master node of our system for 

further analysis. 

Step 2: Transform & Split the Data 

 

Before starting the analysis, we need to transform the raw data into a format that is easy to process 

in MapReduce. That’s to say, we need to get rid of non-necessary data, compute missing data if 

needed and split the data into Training and Testing set. We decided to use MySQL to do this job 

because it is optimized for Join operations. The following table shows where each piece of data is 



located in the raw database. 

 

Data Location 

RUID STUDENT/TERM/COURSE 
STUDENT STATUS (UGRAD/GRAD) MISSING 

ADMIT YEAR/TERM TERM 

LAST ENROLLED YEAR/TERM MISSING 

COURSE ID COURSE 

COURSE TAKEN YEAR/TERM COURSE 
COURSE GRADE COURSE 

 

 

2.1 Project the student record and exclude the graduate students 

 

Two problems are solved together at this sub-step. First, we only need student’s major/minor info, 

admit year/term, and RUID, so we project only these relevant fields.  

Second, we decided to set the target users to undergraduate students because graduate students 

are typically only take courses within their major catalog and they are well aware of what courses 

they’d like to take. In contrary, undergraduate students get a great varieties of course offerings and 

a much less rigorous schedule. Also, most undergraduate students aren’t sure what they like. These 

circumstances provide a perfect set of users for our recommendation system. Thus, we need to 

exclude graduate students from our student dataset.  

However, information about whether a student is a graduate student or undergraduate student is 

missing. We can only determine their status based on their GPA. Fortunately, undergraduate GPA 

and graduate GPA are two separate column in the STUDENT table. To extract the undergraduate 

student, we only need to check if the CUM_GPA_UG_TO_DATE is empty or null. The SQL statement 

would be as follow: 

 

Join student with term, Exclude grad students, Project only relevant fields 
create table temp as 
select concat(t.year, t.term) as yt, t.curric_cd1, t.curric_cd2, t.minor_curric_cd1, t.rutgers_id, s.cum_gpa_ug_to_date, 
s.cum_gpa_grad_to_date, s.curr_admit_year, s.curr_admit_term 
from STUDENT s, TERM t 
where s.rutgers_id = t.rutgers_id and s.cum_gpa_ug_to_date != '' and s.cum_gpa_ug_to_date is not null; 
 

 



2.2 Find the last enrolled year/term 

As shown in the table above, students’ last enrolled year/term is missing from our database. Again, 

we can do a simple query on the TERM table to arrive to such information. 

Find the latest term each student is enrolled at Rutgers 
create table s2 as 
select rutgers_id, max(yt) as maxyt  
from temp 
group by rutgers_id; 
 

 

2.3 Select only the most recent data from student 

A vast majority of students make changes to their major(s)/minor(s) across their academic 

experience, we want our dataset to contain only the most recent information, which can be 

achieved by joining the above two tables. 

 

select only most recent term data from student 
create table ST as 
select s1.rutgers_id as RUID, s1.yt as YT, s1.curric_cd1 as MAJOR, s1.curric_cd2 as MAJOR2, s1.minor_curric_cd1 as MINOR, 
s1.cum_gpa_ug_to_date as GPA, s1.cum_gpa_grad_to_date as GRAD_GPA, s1.curr_admit_year as ADMIT_YEAR, 
s1.curr_admit_term as ADMIT_TERM  
from temp s1, s2 
where s1.rutgers_id = s2.rutgers_id and s1.yt = s2.maxyt;  

2.4 Project the course table 

The COURSE table contains almost 7,881,380 student registration records. For table of this size and 

our limited processing power, doing a simple query in this table would take more than 10 seconds 

to complete, not to mention joins. So, we need to exclude the unnecessary data to speed up the 

joining performance that’s gonna happen later. 

Create a simplified version of COURSE table 
create table simple_course as 
select  rutgers_id, year, term, offering_unit_cd, subj_cd, course_no, course_type_cd, grade 
from COURSE 
order by concat(year,term) desc; 
 

 

2.5 Create Training Table 

 

 



At this point, we have everything we needed to construct our training table, which contains all the 

data about all student’s course registration. However, there are three types of courses that are of 

interest: 

1. Internal courses: courses offered by Rutgers, we are only interested in courses in the range 

between 2000 and 2014. These courses has INTL as their COURSE_TYPE_CD value. 

2. Transfer courses: courses that are carried over by transfer students. These courses have 

TRAN as their COURSE_TYPE_CD value. Their YEAR/TERM values are kept up to the last 

enrolled semester. 

3. AP Courses: courses that are completed by passing AP exams. These courses have EXTX as 

their COURSE_TYPE_CD value. Same to transfer courses, their YEAR/TERM values are also 

kept up to the last enrolled semester. 

Thus, our training table only need to include these three set of courses. 

 

create table CS_TRAINING as 
select c.rutgers_id as TRAINING_RUID, concat_ws(':', c.offering_unit_cd, c.subj_cd, c.course_no) as TRAINING_COURSE, 
concat_ws(',', s.ADMIT_YEAR, s.ADMIT_TERM, c.YEAR, c.TERM, c.GRADE, c.course_type_cd) as YT_GRADE, s.MAJOR, s.MAJOR2, 
s.MINOR 
from temp c, ST s 
where ( 
       ( 
         c.course_type_cd='INTL'  
         and c.year>2000 
         and c.year<2014 
       ) 
       or c.course_type_cd='TRAN' 
       or c.course_type_cd='EXTX' 
     ) 
     and c.rutgers_id=s.RUID 
group by c.rutgers_id, c.offering_unit_cd, c.subj_cd, c.course_no; 

2.6 Create Testing Table 

Lastly, we need to have a separate table that contains currently enrolled students. For testing 

purposes, we set their admit year/term to be greater than fall of 2010. 

create table CS_TESTING as 
select c.rutgers_id as TESTING_RUID, concat_ws(':', c.offering_unit_cd, c.subj_cd, c.course_no) as TESTING_COURSE, 
concat_ws(',', s.ADMIT_YEAR, s.ADMIT_TERM, c.YEAR, c.TERM, c.GRADE, c.course_type_cd) as YT_GRADE, s.MAJOR, s.MAJOR2, 
s.MINOR 
from temp c, ST s 
where ( 
       (c.course_type_cd='INTL' and c.year<2014)  
       or c.course_type_cd='TRAN'  
       or c.course_type_cd='EXTX' 
     ) 
     and c.rutgers_id=s.RUID  
     and (s.GRAD_GPA is null or s.GRAD_GPA='')  
     and s.yt>=20109  
group by c.rutgers_id, c.offering_unit_cd, c.subj_cd, c.course_no; 



Step 3: Cross the Data 

The most important step in data sourcing is to produce that final table which is easy for Hadoop to 

process. The desired table should have row indexed by a pair of testing/training ruid and a course 

that they took in common. The value should be each of their admit year/term, course taken 

year/term and grades that they get for the course. To get this table, we need to proform a cross 

product of the Testing table with the Training Table. 

A SQL implementation would be: 

SQL 
create table CS_COURSE_PAIR 
select concat_ws(',', a.TESTING_RUID, b.TRAINING_RUID, a.TESTING_COURSE) as k, concat_ws(',', a.YT_GRADE, b.YT_GRADE) 
as YT_GRADE 
from CS_TESTING a, CS_TRAINING b 
where a.TESTING_COURSE=b.TRAINING_COURSE; 
 

However, the training table contains 5,816,199 records, the testing table contains 2,959,267 

records. The cross product as easy as it seems, it actually contains 17 trillion comparison 

operations that has to be performed. Even though the ending table only contains 5 billion records, 

but the processing time is extremely long. After running for 2 days. The query failed because the 

intermediary data generated by this operation can actually exceed our hard drive space, which is 

300GB. Thus, we need to try a different approach. This is where Pig comes in. 

 

Pig is a script-like language that's designed for simple data loading/processing on HDFS, which is 

distributed among our small cluster of 4 nodes. Pig solves the problem of disk space overflow by 

utilizing the entire HDFS, which is above 1TB, and the multi-phase MapReduce design pattern, 

which erase the invalid data as the phase ends. However, Pig doesn’t work on relational database, 

so we need to transfer the data into HBase, a distributed database built on top of HDFS for Pig to 

analyze. For this purpose, we used Sqoop, a simple data transferring tool designed for optimizing 

the data transfer from relational database to Hadoop ecosystem, to transfer the CS_TRAINING and 

CS_TESTING table from MySQL to HBase. 

 

 

 

 



Sqoop script 
sqoop import --connect jdbc:mysql://node1-master:3306/crs \                                                                                                                                                                                     
            --username root \ 
            --password hadoop \ 
            --table CS_TRAINING \ 
            --hbase-row-key TRAINING_RUID,TRAINING_COURSE \ 
            --hbase-table crs_training \ 
            --column-family c 
sqoop import --connect jdbc:mysql://node1-master:3306/crs \ 
            --username root \ 
            --password hadoop \ 
            --table CS_TESTING \ 
            --hbase-row-key TESTING_RUID,TESTING_COURSE \ 
            --hbase-table crs_testing \ 
            --column-family c 
 

After data get’s transferred, we used start the Pig job introduced above. The Pig job reads rows 

from HBase, Join the two table by course id (which is basically a cross product since course id is not 

key), and output the result into a new table in HBase called training_testing_pairs.  

pig script 
REGISTER myudfs.jar;                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
trai = LOAD 'hbase://crs_training' USING org.apache.pig.backend.hadoop.hbase.HBaseStorage('c:YT_GRADE', '-loadKey true') 
AS (id:chararray, ytg:chararray);     
test = LOAD 'hbase://crs_testing' USING 
org.apache.pig.backend.hadoop.hbase.HBaseStorage('c:YT_GRADE', '-loadKey true') AS 
(id:chararray, ytg:chararray);     
  
trai = foreach trai generate FLATTEN(STRSPLIT(id, '\\_')), ytg; 
test = foreach test generate FLATTEN(STRSPLIT(id, '\\_')), ytg; 
joid = JOIN trai BY $1, test BY $1 USING 'replicated'; 
rslt = FOREACH joid GENERATE myudfs.ConcatWS($3, $0, $1), myudfs.ConcatWS($5, $2); 
 
 
STORE rslt INTO 'hbase://training_testing_pairs' USING org.apache.pig.backend.hadoop.hbase.HBaseStorage('c:ytgs'); 
 

The running time for Pig script is still 2 days, after the job is done, a table with 5 billion record get’s 

created in HBase, which took up about 500GB of HDFS space. 

Data Analysis 

 

In this phase, we perform the actual MapReduce written under Java Hadoop Framework to perform 

Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient calculation, K-Nearest Neighbors sorting, and the course 

recommendation. 

 



Step 4: First MapReduce: Compute Correlation Coefficient 

Step 4.1: Correlation Mapper 

 

Input: 

Key: test student RUID, training student RUID, course 

e.g. 131003131,141002321,01:198:416 

Value: 

test student admit year, admit term, course taken year, course taken term, grade, training student 

admit year, admit term, course taken  year, course taken term, grade. 

e.g.2012,1,2013,1,B,2008,9,2011,1,A 

Note: for our test run, with only a small fraction of data, we are having 129,568,972 KeyValue pairs 

of this fomat. 

hbase(main):026:0> get 'traing_testing_pairs', 130002333,115002004,01:202:205' 

COLUMN                                                       CELL                                                                                                                                                                               

c:YT_GRADE                                                  value=2012,9,2012,9,B,2010,1,2011,7,C+     

Job: 

4. Use training student admit year, admit term, course taken year, course taken term to 

calculate training/testing students’ course taken school year/term as described in the 

previous section 

5. Translate letter grade to number grade for both training & test student, again, method is 

described in the previous section. 

6. Use the two values we get from above step as long with the grades to calculate a weighted 

rating for each student to be used in Pearson’s Correlation. 

 

Output: 

Key: test student RUID, training student RUID  

e.g. 131003131,141002321 



Value: course, ratingA, ratingB 

e.g. 01:198:416,1.5,1.0 

Step 4.2: Correlation Reducer 

 

Input:  

Key: test student RUID, training student RUID  

e.g. 131003131,141002321 

Value: A List of course, ratingA, ratingB 

e.g. 01:198:416:1.5, 1.0 

Job: 

For every course, weighted rating, we separate the courses and ratings. Based on the list of ratings, 

for both party. We calculate the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient. Then, along with the aggregated 

list of courses, we output the result to a HBase table called ‘crs_correlations’ 

Output: 

Key: test student RUID, training student RUID  

e.g. 131003131,141002321 

Value: Pearson’s correlation coefficient, course list (the course that both students took). 

hbase(main):025:0> get 'crs_correlation', '130002333,115002004' 

COLUMN         CELL                                                                                                                                                                               

c:correlation  value=0.905476747938                                                                                                                                      

c:courses      value=01:202:205,01:920:311,01:920:307,01:090:220,01:920:306         

Step 5: Second MapReduce: Find K-Nearest Neighbors 

Step 5.1: Top 50(k) Mapper 

Input: 

Key: test student RUID, training student RUID  



e.g. 131003131,141002321 

Value: Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

e.g. 0.15. 

Job: 

Reformat the key & value. making test student RUID as key, correlation and training student RUID 

as value.  

Also, we drop the test/training pairs that does not have at least 5 courses in common. 

Output: 

Key: test student RUID, 

e.g. 131003131 

Value: Pearson’s correlation coefficient, training student RUID 

e.g. 0.15,141002321 

 

Step 5.2: Top 50(k) Reducer 

Input: 

Key: test student RUID, 

e.g. 131003131 

Value: A list of (Pearson’s correlation coefficient, training student RUID) pairs 

e.g. 0.15,141002321 

Job: 

Sort the value list and export the top 50 correlations and their corresponding training student 

RUIDs into another HBase table called ‘crs_neighbors’ 

Output: 

Key: test student RUID, 

e.g. 131003131 



Value: A list of top 50 Pearson’s correlation coefficient and a list of top 50 training student RUIDs 

hbase(main):023:0> get 'crs_neighbors', '130002333' 

 

COLUMN                                                       CELL                                                                                                                                                                               

c:neighbors                                              

value=115008687,121007623,133004777,136002008,133004626,131009657,134002168,134007828,132009209,1

34008097,131005809,114004813,132004779,133005215,136000419,132004022,136002337,136004785,13200000

2,132006866,120004491,133003497,132003770,134002664,133000073,131007604,133002362,131007954,13100

9463,133000071,120007459,133000535,131005497,132006475,135009920,133003805,136004375,131005749,13

5006809,135006837,136008719,133000495,133002580,128006330,135007026,135001974,132000109,137001272

,135008968,131008496     

c:correlations                                                

value=0.905476747938,0.880287721720,0.843461222036,0.792623424988,0.749510098041,0.702730775279,0

.685090256100,0.643038930928,0.598102605861,0.593367940845,0.578555594654,0.530233477804,0.524248

606395,0.523157968305,0.521853575904,0.520029946668,0.494256076295,0.490905269862,0.466374455437,

0.465807110497,0.462060948066,0.458908226174,0.444881764625,0.428284008897,0.422551074235,0.41202

7747948,0.408304627149,0.399535202928,0.398778398736,0.389658204950,0.368309721843,0.346979495268

,0.343516092743,0.339337783475,0.335565587042,0.328437009566,0.325353722817,0.321751295175,0.3072

15311867,0.300972376189,0.271200361020,0.232810098590,0.232680524438,0.214904138701,0.21136699573

8,0.184188106063,0.174601132571,0.170645629815,0.149281648464,0.143461149846   
 

 

Step 6: Recommend Courses 

At this point the backend processing is almost done. All that’s left is to find each testing student’s 

neighbors course registration records on their following year/term of study and make 

recommendation to the testing student. For this simple job, we can complete with a simple Java 

Batch job. 

But, before we start the process, we need to export the data from HBase back into MySQL. Sqoop 

doesn’t handle data transfer from HBase to MySQL, but it does support data transfer from HDFS to 

MySQL. Thus, we need to unload the data from HBase to HDFS first. Another Pig Script is destinated 

to complete this task.  

corr = LOAD 'hbase://crs_correlation' USING 

org.apache.pig.backend.hadoop.hbase.HBaseStorage('c:correlation c:courses', '-loadKey true') AS 

(id:chararray, correlation:chararray, courses:chararray);         

corr = foreach corr generate FLATTEN(STRSPLIT(id, '\\,')), correlation, courses; 

STORE corr INTO '/user/hduser/CORRELATION'; 

neig = LOAD 'hbase://crs_neighbors' USING 

org.apache.pig.backend.hadoop.hbase.HBaseStorage('c:correlations c:neighbors', '-loadKey true') 

AS (id:chararray, correlations:chararray, neighbors:chararray);  

STORE neig INTO '/user/hduser/NEIGHBORS';         

 

 

 

 

 



Now we can use Sqoop to do the transfer from HDFS to MySQL: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the data is loaded, we can start the recommendation process, the algorithm works as follow: 

function RecommendationPopulator() 

for each testing student te 

m = a map of courses 

x = te’s current year/term of study 

for each tr in te’s neighbors 

y = set of courses tr took in year/term of study x 

for each c in y 

if c is not in m 

create c in m, set c’s grade as value, counter++ 

else 

add c’s grade to the value, counter++ 

r = get all the values in m 

for each s in r 

update s’s average grade and percent taken 

store s into database 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

sqoop export --connect jdbc:mysql://node1-master:3306/crs \ 

            --username root \ 

            --password hadoop \ 

            --table NEIGHBORS \ 

            --export-dir /user/hduser/NEIGHBORS \ 

            --fields-terminated-by ','; 

 

 

sqoop export --connect jdbc:mysql://node1-master:3306/crs \ 

            --username root \ 

            --password hadoop \ 

            --table CORRELATION \ 

            --export-dir /user/hduser/CORRELATION \ 

            --fields-terminated-by '\t' 

 



Core Application 

The core application consisted of the user interface, the application engine, and the application data 

store as described earlier was implemented using the following components. 

User Interface 

Our user Interface was implemented using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript and various libraries. The 

main components are laid out below. 

Bootstrap – Bootstrap is a CSS framework that provided us with a clean interface to design  

JQuery – JQuery is a JavaScript library that provides us with the ability to interact with elements on 

page and issue AJAX requests to the server. 

HighCharts – HighCharts is a JavaScript library that enables us to generate pie and bar charts. 

Here is our designed interface: 

 

 



Application Engine 

Node.js 

The application engine was implemented using Node.JS. It is software platform that is scalable for 

applications that require non-bloc king I/O and asynchronous event architecture. Therefore it was a 

perfect choice for our application. It architecture can be described below. 

 

Image describing Node.JS evented architecture.  

Source: http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-_KJudoqPHLY/UdajBp74xaI/AAAAAAAAAqI/v6nk60ycZ0w/s1023/Node_Architecture.png 

 

Express 

Since Node.js alone is just a software platform like JAVA, to use it as a web server we require the 

use a popular module named express. Express is web development framework providing a robust 

set of features for building a single and multi-page hybrid web applications. The application engine 

uses express to enable itself to become a web server and able to return full web pages back to 

clients that connect to it.  

The basic flow of a client to obtain the user interface of the application follow.  



1. Client initializes HTTP GET request through browser via a socket connection to application 

engine 

2. Express module intercepts the request and determines what to do 

3. application engine returns user interface to  

Application Data Store 

The application data store needs to be a relational database is in our design plans. Therefore we 

chose to use a MySQL database. A MySQL database supports all of the features we described before 

and it is well document and supported by Node.js through a MySQL module.  

Implemented System Architecture 

Our final system architecture for the application engine follows 

MySQL Database

 

Here the client uses the browser to interact with the application engine through the user interface. 

The user interface inherently uses AJAX to communicate with the Node.JS engine through the 

express framework. The Node.JS engine can communicate with the MySQL database if it needs to.  

 



Implemented Use Cases 

We have implemented all use cases expect for those for the scheduling office due to time 

constraints.  

System Sequence Diagrams 

Here are the system sequence diagrams for the main use cases.  

UC-1 Get All Recommendations 
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UC-2 Get Recommendations by Commonality 
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UC-3 Get Recommendations by Average Grade 

 

 

Document Contracts 

Operation Get All Recommendations 
Cross References UC-1 
Preconditions: Current Student User is logged online, and 

presented the interface through the browser. 
The user then clicks on get all 
recommendations. 

Post conditions: Recommendations are presented to the user 
 

Operation Get Recommendations by Commonality 
Cross References UC-2 
Preconditions: Current Student User is logged online, and 

presented the interface through the browser. 
The user then clicks on get all recommendations 

User 
Interface

Application 
Engine
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request for recommendations

UC-3 Get Recommendations By Grade

Process Request

get Recommendation()

alt

Invalid Student

Valid Student

Return recommendations 

Process Recommendations(Grade)

Return Formatted Data

ConvertToTable()

Return Invalid Student Error

DisplayError()

FormatResults(Grade)



by commonality. 
Post conditions: Most common recommendation in terms of how 

many neighbors took the courses is shown. 
 

Operation Get Recommendations by Average Grade 
Cross References UC-3 
Preconditions: Current Student User is logged online, and 

presented the interface through the browser. 
The user then clicks on get all recommendations 
by average grade. 

Post conditions: Recommendations that have the highest average 
grade among neighbors are shown to the user. 

 

Operation Get Neighbor information 
Cross References UC-6 
Preconditions: Data Analyst User is logged online, and presents 

the interface through the browser. User enters 
student information and presses get neighbor 
information button.  

Post conditions: Neighbor information for the particular student 
is presented to the user. 

 

Operation Compare Recommendations 
Cross References UC-7 
Preconditions: Data Analyst User is logged online, and presents 

the interface through the browser. User enters 
student information for student and toggles 
compare recommendations.  

Post conditions: Recommendations as well as courses student 
actually took are returned to the user.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class Diagrams  

Data Processor 

Here is an image of the class structure generated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Application Engine 

It is hard to generate the object model for a node.js platform software but here is the class structure 

for the node.js core, of which classes were used in the application engine. Source is in the image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Implementation Cycle 

Our project had three phases of implementation with each iteration and one phase of planning. In 

the planning phase, we determined the overall conceptual architecture of the system. We first 

determined our requirements for the user and then we determined what concepts the system 

would need to provide these features. We determined what deadlines we should meet and planned 

out what to do in each iteration. As a two person group, we determined the most efficient process 

was to have one person work on the data processing while the other worked on the application 

engine. The first iteration consisted of us working in parallel, physically together, discussing and 

creating the algorithms for the project. We determined the main MapReduce algorithm application 

engine algorithms. The second iteration we physically worked in parallel on both the data 

processing engine and the application engine. In the last iteration we integrated the two systems 

and smoothed out the any features that were problematic.  

Image of Cycle 
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Description of Cycle 

Planning 

 Accomplished – Determined requirements for project 

 Accomplished – Determined use cases that matched requirements 

 Accomplished – Created a conceptual design for the components of the system 

 Accomplished –Determined environment to use through benefit analysis 

 Accomplished – Determined design of system through benefit analysis 

Iteration 1 

 Accomplished – Setup environment for both data processor and application engine. That is 

Hadoop + Hbase and Node.js. 

 Accomplished – Transferred data from Rutgers student data warehouse to hbase for 

storage. 

 Accomplished – Determined the recommendation algorithm to use, Pearson’s correlation to 

find top 50 neighbors, and how to implement it using MapReduce. 

 Accomplished – Determined the web server algorithms to return most common courses, 

highest average grade course recommendations  

 Accomplished –Designed a mockup of the user interface, and implemented mockup using 

various HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.  

 Accomplished – Continuously tested both web server and Hadoop/Hbase. 

 Iteration 2 

 Accomplished – Implemented MapReduce algorithm using Hadoop MapReduce 

 Accomplished – Determined MySQL schema to store recommendations 

 Accomplished – Implemented Recommendation storage into MySQL storage. 

 Accomplished – Updated web server features to match recommendations. 

 Accomplished – Updated web server algorithms to match recommendations 

 Accomplished – continuous testing of both data processing engine ( now entire cycle ) and 

application engine ( now Node.JS + MySQL) 

Final Iteration 

 Accomplished – Integrated recommendations store in MySQL database with Node.js web 

server 



 Accomplished – Fixed any bugs that came along with the integration 

 Accomplished – Added a few extra features 

 Accomplished – Continuously tested to make sure the user interface was robust 

 Accomplished – Analyzed the performance of the system and the actual recommendations.  

System Evaluation 

The application engine performed well since its purpose was simple. It was to allow students to 

retrieve and process recommendations that were already processed. We didn’t have time to test the 

load on the system since it is tough to emulate many users. The data processing engine that was 

powered by Hadoop MapReduce was the real bottleneck toward the system. However, since this 

process would only need to be run once every semester, month or week, this would not be much of 

problem. To get an idea of how long the entire data processing cycle took, the entire process of 

going from raw student data to course recommendations for all test students took about three days 

to finish.  

Recommendation Analysis 

Our recommendations proved to be very interesting. For student with stricter curriculums (e.g. 

ECE), recommendations were more focused and accurate to the actual courses that they took. For 

student with more relaxed curriculums, the recommendations proved to be accurate most of the 

time. This can be explained by the larger number of common courses in common for students with 

stricter curriculums. Furthermore, for students that were older or were more advanced in college 

(e.g. juniors vs. sophomores) , recommendations were a better match. This can most likely be 

explained by the fact that there is just more data for students that took more classes. This makes 

the algorithm match neighbors for a larger data set and thus the neighbors will be better tailored.  

 

 

 

 



Cost & Sustainability 

The total cost and requirement to sustain this application is actually relatively cheap.  

Application Engine 

The application is implemented using a full stack Node.js platform and can be run on an enterprise 

machine or commodity machine depending on the expected load of the system.  

Application Data Store 

The application data store is built on a MySQL database and depending on size and load, this 

database can be distributed to optimize reads but also can be run on a commodity machine. 

Data Processing Engine 

The data processing engine requires a Hadoop cluster. A Hadoop cluster can be built from using 

commodity machines. Our Hadoop cluster uses 4 commodity machines as nodes. 

Current Cost 

Our environment was entirely set up using four commodity machines. The main node also 

contained the application engine and data store and the four together made up the Hadoop cluster. 

The total cost of this system can be estimated to be around $500 depending on how much each of 

the commodity pcs are. In our case, the commodity pc need only be another processor in a machine. 

 

Production 

In actual production, the load on the system might be too high for commodity pcs due to the large 

number of students that might use it during scheduling time, therefore we can upgrade the Hadoop 

cluster nodes or use a separate enterprise system for the application engine. Even though the 

application engine, built on Node.js, has asynchronous I/O, the current database runs locally with 

the main Hadoop node and might also need to be moved to a distributed structure so that the 

system will be able to read the data with the highest throughput. 

 



Project Retrospect 

We have learned a great deal from this project. As both a software engineering design project and 

big data analysis project, we learned how to put together a large data processing portion with a full 

stack web application. We learned various machine learning techniques and focused on Euclidean 

distance and Pearson’s correlation. We learned the difference between traditional relational 

databases and column family databases and how to use them to optimize the running time and 

performance of our application. We learned how to develop enterprise application using Spring, 

Hibernate, and Node.js . We learned how to manage a large application’s dependencies using 

Maven. We learned how to use various Big Data tools and languages such as Pig and Sqoop. We 

learned how to use various front end libraries such as Jquery and HighCharts.  

Individual Contributions 

Both members contributed equally. 

There were two main components to this application that were both equally important as a 

software product.  We had two members that were both physically working in parallel on these two 

components. Although we both worked on the algorithms and theory behind the application, Simon 

worked with the data and implemented the data processing engine using Pig, Sqoop, and Spring as 

well as the second MapReduce implementation since he had exclusive access to the data while Josh 

on the first MapReduce implementation and on the full stack Node.js application that was the 

application engine. The amount of worked put in on both our parts cannot be described in words as 

we both physically spend every hour of the project working together. Here is a breakdown of what 

we’ve done. 

Component Contributor 

MapReduce Algorithm Josh/Simon 
MapReduce Implementation Josh (Pearson)/Simon ( Euclidean) 

Data Processing Engine  
 Data Handling/Transfer 
 Pig/Sqoop 
 Spring/Hibernate 

 

Simon 

Application Engine  
 Node.js 
 MySQL 
 Front End Javascript 

Josh 

Reports Josh/Simon 



Future Work 

There are two main focuses for the future work on this project. First it would be to improve the 

features of the application engine so that it integrates with Rutgers’ degree navigator and current 

course schedule planner. Second it would be to improve the recommendations to a degree that we 

can be confident that most students take the recommended courses. This way, the use cases for the 

scheduling office can be implemented with a certain degree of accuracy. Say our recommendations 

were 75% accurate. Then we have a 75% accurate predictor of course demand for a specific course 

and all courses in a semester.  

 


